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It all started about ten years ago when I
wanted to renew my faith in God. Unsure
of all the generated media, talking heads,
and constant onslaught of commentary
between
various
Christian
and
non-Christian groups, I decided to study
the Bible and history on my terms. I
wanted to know what the Bible actually
taught and how Christianity has played out
through history. I wanted to put at ease any
doubts and concerns that I had regarding
many of what I saw as alarming aspects
and practices. It is my assumption that the
teachings and guidelines of an Omnipotent
Creator would have depth, logic, and
refined wisdom. These teachings would
transcend time and advance society
through foresight and reasoning. The
teachings of Jesus Christ would be as
relevant today as they were then. His
teachings would promote unity and
understanding that is needed to develop a
Christian society. These teachings and
guidelines would be constructed to advance
not only Christendom but the entire world
through knowledge and understanding. In
these writing, I will try to show my
understanding
of
Christianity.
My
perspective requires that logic and morals,
and common sense must accommodate the
teachings of Jesus Christ and Paul. I will
try to do this by using not only scripture
but by using our history and present social
and economic conditions. In this I will try
to show the correlation between how Jesus
taught and his concept of Christianity and
how to advance social and economic
conditions. When you read the teachings
of Jesus Christ in the New Testament, you
will find the highest degree of moral
values, ethics, and civility. Everything
about the teachings in the New Testament
is set up to propel Christians to work with
love, compassion, understanding, empathy,
and equality so that society can advance
together. Being a Christian is a
commitment of dedication to living a life
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defined by the love of Jesus Christ and his
sacrifice to the well-being and salvation of
every person who has ever lived.
Christianity is a higher level of maturity
and dedication of responsibility to living a
life free of the destructive influences of this
world. This is so that you can better use
your time and resources to helping and
guiding others that are in need. That is
what being a Christian is all about.
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Ten common Logical Fallacies made by Muslims - Chick Publications They constantly allege that Christianity and
the Bible are at odds with a logical approach to reality. They insist that Christianity is unreasonable and conflicts with
The Logical Christian Ministry - YouTube May 5, 2014 Many people have the impression that Christians live in two
worldsthe world of faith and the world of reason. Apologetics Press - Is Christianity Logical? [Part II] Christian
humanism emphasizes the humanity of Jesus, his social teachings and his propensity . Christian humanism finally
blossomed out of the Renaissance and was brought by devoted Christians to the study of the philological sources of
Apologetics Press - Is Christianity Logical? [Part II] Logic and reason are far from being incompatible with biblical
Christianity. Rather, they are essential. Without them it is impossible to deduce anything from the Logic Answers in
Genesis Pascals Wager is an argument in philosophy devised by the seventeenth-century French Pascals Wager was
based on the idea of the Christian God, though similar arguments have occurred in other religious traditions. The
original The Wager uses the following logic (excerpts from Pensees, part III, 233):. God is, or Apologetics Press - Is
Christianity Logical? [Part I] Christology is the field of study within Christian theology which is primarily concerned
with the .. Lutheranism, and Reformed subscribe to the Chalcedonian Christological formulation, while many branches
of Eastern Christianity - Syrian A logical argument against abortion carm [Editors Note: This article is the second
installment in a two-part series exploring the allegation of atheism that the Christian Faith cannot be reconciled with
What Is the Best Argument for the Existence of God? Answers in Apr 3, 2013 No one can actually come to believe
in Christ without the Holy Spirit, but it Keep in mind that this is a logical path, so things like feelings, The Apologetics
of Peter - A Logical Argument for the Deity of Christ Christians must be prepared to answer the typical objections
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made against the Gospel. Most of the objections are based on simple logical fallacies. Newest logic Questions Christianity Stack Exchange Christianity is one of those religions, and it does back up its arguments with evidence that
the church finds. The debate does not define anything, so logical Is the Christian Worldview Logical? Answers in
Genesis A Logical Christian: Finding Your Faith In Christianity Through The Wisdom In The Teachings Of Jesus
Christ And Understand Gods Desires In This Polarized Loving God with all your mind: logic and creation - They
constantly allege that Christianity and the Bible are at odds with a logical approach to reality. They insist that
Christianity is unreasonable and conflicts with Christian Logic - YouTube A Logical Christian: Finding your faith in
Christianity through the wisdom in the teachings of Jesus Christ and understand Gods desires in this polarized social,
HPB Search for A Logical Christian The old testament is God given Yet Christians no longer follow it, for example
they eat pork and What is the biblical basis for the logical Problem of Evil? Buy A Logical Christian: Finding Your
Faith in Christianity Through Jun 23, 2014 I wade through many Christians comments and blog posts in which the
Learning correct logical inferences and the long list logical fallacies Is Christianity a logical and rational religion?
none A Logical Christian: Finding Your Faith in Christianity Through the Wisdom in the Teachings of Jesus Christ and
Understand Gods Desires in This Polarized . A Logical Faith Focus on the Family A mother choked back tears as she
related the heartbreaking news. Her son Miko, studying at a state university, had abandoned his Christian faith. Mikos
major Christian humanism - Wikipedia Not only are logic and Scripture compatible, they are inseparable. If we
understand the Bible correctly, and use valid reasoning, biblical truths are concluded. My Personal Logical Path to
Christianity Changing the Face of Oct 22, 2014 Logic breaks down six things you should know about him and his
surprising come-up. Pascals Wager - Wikipedia The next day, John saw Jesus coming toward him and said, Look, the
Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world! - John 1:29 Welcome to The Logical Sep 9, 2014 The Christian can
account for laws of logic they are the correct standard for reasoning because God is sovereign over all truth. We can
know Christology - Wikipedia Oct 17, 2013 - 6 min - Uploaded by JaclynGlennJust a few examples of flawless
christian logic. #ChristianLogic Check me out in this skittles Defend the Faith Like C.S. Lewis, Part 1 Focus on the
Family Furthermore, the Bible is not against logic. In fact, biblical Christianity encourages the use of the mind. In Isaiah
1:18 (NIV) we read, Come now, let us reason The Most Popular Logical Fallacy in Christian Discourse? - Patheos
A logical argument against abortion. by Matt Slick. Many people will refuse to . Christian Apologetics & Research
Ministry Contact Facebook Twitter Store A Logical Christian: Finding your faith in Christianity - This is exactly
what logic necessitates as being true. The God of Christianity is not an exalted man from another planet with a goddess
wife. The God of A Logical Christian: Finding Your Faith in Christianity - No True Scotsman - RationalWiki A
Logical Christian: Finding Your Faith in Christianity Through the Wisdom in the Teachings of Jesus Christ and
Understand Gods Desires in This Polarized
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